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Abstract 
 

DG Grid interfaced system has been focused through this paper. The objective is to improve power quality of the grid, which was pollut-

ed by various means. The improvement of power quality of the micro grid includes uses of a specially designed DG, BESS and Power 

Quality conditioner. The system consists of a two-stage power conversion. Solar PV supplies power for both DC and AC loads. Manu-

facturer datasheet is used for modeling the PV panel. In order to keep the BUS voltage stable a BESS is joined to DC BUS through pow-

er electronic converter, which is used to absorb the excess power whenever production is high and deliver power to the load on low pro-

duction. The system continues to supply the local loads, incase of grid discontinuity. Thus it eliminates threats of islanding. This paper 

also focuses on control and stability of DC bus voltage and energy management scheme. The project uses Matlab/Simulink platform for 

efficient verification. For power quality improvement of Micro Grid it uses 3leg inverter, which is coupled with SPV and MPPT with 

Battery storage, which is used as compensator for the whole system. For prevention to reduce voltage current and power flow between 

DG and Grid, it is necessary to have an optimum control. Through the adjustment of power circulation between shunt paired DG ensures 

current voltage and power on micro grid. +ve, -ve and Zero sequence components of currents and voltage can be adjusted   by the sug-

gested methodology in Grid tied DG system. The said PQC have multiple uses. Firstly as a power converter and secondly as a shunt APF 

for harmonic compensation on voltage, current and power (both active and reactive) for both balanced and unbalanced loads in the Grid 

tied DG system. It also cares for the neutral conductor. Either individually or in grid connected mode all the above objectives can be 

achieved. For the entire Grid, it is realized that after compensation three phase four wired un-balance loads looks as balanced linear resis-

tive load for the Grid. All these task significantly replicated on MATLAB/Simulink. After compensation the total harmonic distortion on 

input voltage and current reduced drastically. IEEE519 in the range of 5% suitably accepts it. 

Keywords: Micro Grid, DG Inverter, Power quality, APF, battery energy stor-age system (BESS), energy management (EM), Microgrids, MPPT.

 

1. Introduction 

A Micro-grid is the interconnection of a group of interrelated 

burdens and DG inside a well defined margin regarding the grid 

and can be connected or detached from the main grid and operate 

both in interconnected mode or islanded mode. Due to unbalanced 

burdens interfacing is a major concern for everybody. Power 

generated from crude oil and coals have several drawbacks and 

limitations. The drawbacks include emission of greenhouse gases, 

global price hike and the most important part is limitation of fossil 

fuel and increase in cost affects almost all part of the economics. 

But the demand of these conventional sources is increasing day by 

day. So power generation from non-conventional sources is 

nowadays is a great challenge and a matter of concern for 

everybody. In this context solar energy is the best alternative for 

reduce reliance on conventional sources. Most of the renewable 

sources are environmental friendly abundantly available by nature 

and can be used as future energy. One should not avoid the 

intermittent nature of these sources and their conversion efficiency 

while considering these sources as an alternative of the 

conventional sources. For solar photovoltaic system the main 

drawback is its irradiation and temperature dependency. So solar 

PV with BESS (Battery Energy Storage System) with grid 

connected mode or islanded mode can be the best solution for 

these issues to drive loads and simultaneously improve quality in 

power demand. A well-organized SPV with efficient control 

strategy can be used to assure demand by the connected loads. A 

bundle of literature also available in this context of simulation 

modeling. Loads of the consumers are significantly affected by 

several power quality problems like distorted voltage and 

harmonics [6][9]. Several methodologies are adopted time to time 

for compensating this harmonic content [8]. Some of these 

techniques are listed below. Load balancing, mitigation of 

harmonic content in both current and voltage, compensation on 

reactive power, regulation of voltage at point of common coupling 

are achieved by DSTATCOM. Accurate control mechanism is a 

need to achieve these entire said tasks and the important aspect is 

that all should suit the international standard. [16] [22][12] [25] 

[4][21] [24] [29] [27] [23]. APF with CSC control mechanism for 

medium voltage to eliminate harmonic well stated by Terciyanli 

[2]. A VSC platform on STATCOM is also advantageous than 

CSC based platform [33] [1]. Allmeling in [10] discussed a shunt 

APF that uses a control mechanism to compensate harmonic 

content in grid. A theory based on PQ can be considered as 

fortitude for shunt APF [3]. The control mechanism, such as 

 mechanism, direct control of power, predictive control 

procedure, reactive current control mechanism [13][14][11][7][19] 

are also stated in various literatures are focused previously to 
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overcome these difficulties for DG grid interface system. Some of 

the adaptive control mechanism with load approximation and 

characterized triangle function also stated in literature [28][20]. 

Similarly observer base composite strategy also listed time to time 

to overcome these difficulties for DG grid interfaced system [26]. 

A DSP mechanism based control on APF also listed in[31]. 

Bhuvaneswari in [17] reported on tightfitting of waves and 

 approach for power frequency revision. Similarly 

synchronous control strategy, current identical method, power 

equalization method, matching resistance method also comes into 

picture by al.et. Lin [30][32]. In the said topology the performance 

is quite unusual for high voltage application. Synchronous method 

of harmonic content detection  explained by Ram and Syed [15] 

also not able to compensate harmonic to a accepted limit. That’s 

way it is evident that connection of series and shunt specially 

designed mechanism with power electronic converter can 

effectively use to overwhelm these task on micro grid. Main Grid 

and Micro grid generally connected to load centers and cause 

harmful influence to both load and the connected grid. So some 

sensitive loads may severely affected whose requirement is pure 

sinusoidal wave shape. It is necessary that under these unfavorable 

conditions Grid should disconnect from AC main and isolate the 

faulty part from the healthful part by an autonomous control 

mechanism [5]. Auto re-closers can employed for less disturbed 

condition otherwise not. For harmonic mitigation purposes one 

should obviously introduce a well-designed compensator with its 

control strategy to overcome these nonlinearity. These difficulties 

are more prominent due to low value of line impedance between 

micro grid and main grid. Unnecessary huge stress on line 

conductors and in incoming inverter may be the result due to these 

control mechanism. Some times these influence is so high time it 

malfunction the devices used to operate systematically in 3 Ф 4 

wire systems. Zero sequence component of current may flow and 

can harmful in these associated strategies. To overcome these 

difficulties the said project which is a combination of DG grid 

interface at PCC of 3Ф 4-wire type. The DG itself able to 

compensate the all desired task like load voltage sharing, 

overcurrent bypass, line compensation, reactive power 

compensation, power factor improvement, total harmonic 

distortion care etc. can be achieves by these topology. Distributed 

generator which is a SPV with MPPT and specially designed 

inverter is a section of Micro Grid can able to mitigate all these 

nonlinearity in a sophisticated manner. It has a provision to 

control neutral current on respective conductor. The said task can 

perform independently or in Grid connected mode and able to 

perform satisfactorily. Grid tied DG system with BESS based on 

Clark’s transformation introduced to extract current reference. The 

control mechanism and this specially designed novel methodology 

are discussed as follows: 

The manuscript is structured as follows: 

The section II exhibits Micro Grid and its Architecture interfaced 

with main Grid. Mechanism and Control methodology discussed 

III. Part. Detailed simulation on MATLAB/Simulink presented in 

Section IV. Analysis of result and THD analysis for the 

methodology discussed in part V. lastly the conclusion discussed 

in part VI. 

2. AC/DC Micro-Grid Architecture  

Figure 1 shows the proposed work of a Grid tied DG system with 

BESS. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of DG Grid Interfaced system 

The topology show in above figure consists of SPV as DG, Bat-

tery Energy Storage System, Controller, and Several types of DC 

and AC burdens. The Distributed Generator is connected to the 

DC-to-DC Boost Converter. To operate the entire system a P/O 

based MPPT is employed for efficient tracking of SPV output. 

The Battery energy storage system has following function as indi-

cated in Power Management. 

 

2. A. Power Management in Grid connected Fashion: 

 

If Distributed Generator energy is ample for supplying the DC AC 

burdens when the battery is not fully charged, the remaining ener-

gy lead to AC mains and Energy Storage block is coordinated at 

charging mode. 
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When the Distributed Generator energy inadequate for Supplying 

the DC AC burden then battery actuates. When, the battery is not 

wholly charged required power is contributed from AC grid. 

When Battery becomes fully charged would remove after the DC 

LPP as stand-by mode to discharge in islanding condition. 

II. B. Power Management in Islanded Mode: 
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Similarly if Distributed Generator energy is ample enough for 

supplying DC AC burdens and battery when battery is not entirely 

exciting, the rest power is used for the utility loads, as Grid is 

absent. 
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If DG energy is insufficient to supply the loads the battery should 

take care of the connected loads and continue to give supply till its 

SOC level falls below 60%. 

 

Control of PV system 

 
To draw maximum power efficiently from SPV, P/O based MPPT 

is included in the Boost Converter as the availability of solar ener-

gy is intermittent in nature. The MPPT controller can be driven by 

a direct duty ratio error. The Direct duty ratio error can be used 

directly as a control parameter for MPPT tracking.  

 

 

Fig. 1. MPPT control with direct duty ratio 

 

Control of Grid- Connected Converter  
 

A universal AC to DC converter (bidirectional) can be employed 

for exchange of power to/ from Grid system to DG system. The 

objective of this mechanism is to maintain DC voltage at a definite 

limit by using a PI controller and feedback mechanism. A real-

time DC voltage measurement and comparison with the reference 

signal generate error which is used to control Pulse width modu-

lated Inverter. The Voltage of DC-link actually targets the Power 

stream. When in Case of DC Burden Current I0 is +ve that is the 

rectifier operation and the condenser is settled and Signal Error 

made +ve. 

 
Fig. 2. proposed system with varius loads and PCC 

 

Here control lump gets energy from resource by engendering the 

corresponding Pulse Width Modulated gestures to devices. Con-

versely, when I0 flatters or -ve called as operated in inversion 

mode, condenser that is overcharged. The Signal of error demands 

to the controller for discharging the condenser to return power 

towards AC circuit. 

 

Control of BESS:  

 
The function of DC to DC bidirectional converter is to interface 

Battery storage unit to DG for improving the performance of the 

grid tied DG system. The word bidirectional means the combina-

tion of buck converter and boost converter which operates on nec-

essary gate pulse. Again this bidirectional converter operates dur-

ing the period of extra power and generated PWM signal drives 

the controller to buck mode and suitably charges the battery unit. 

In case of power deficit the PWM signal drives the bidirectional 

converter to boost mode and steps-up the battery output for extrac-

tion of Energy as shown in figure 4.  

 

Fig. 3. Battery bidirectional DC-DC converter control 

 

The battery reference current  can be calculated using equa-

tion given as follows: 

           (1)

  

 

The calculation of the suitable passive parameter like inductor and 

capacitor can be find out by using the equation are as follows: 

              (2) 
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                   (3) 

                (4) 

The governing power management technique suitably maintains 

both charging and discharging of battery at the time of deficit and 

excess of DC and AC Load power. 

 
Table I:     Input/output of proposed power management 

Abbreviations Description 

 

Load Power 

 

Grid Power 

 

PV Power 

SOC Battery State of Charge 

 

Battery discharging reference 

 

Battery Charging reference 

 

Grid Reference Power 

 

Power Injected to Grid 

 

Power Supplied from Grid 

 

Battery Charging Current 

 

Maximum Battery Charging Current 

 
Fig. 4: Proposed power management flow chart 

Control Mechanism  

It is consider as the intelligence of every power system. These are 

the steps for satisfactory operation of the system. Potential 

transformers and current transformers, Voltage, current sensors 

forage necessary system stricture such as current and voltage 

value. PQ theory is the basic building block of the said topology, 

which is incorporated, with several arrangements of filters. From 

the below equation the gate signal is generated and latter it is used 

to firing the DG inverter and also compared with the set current 

value. That set current value mostly the PI controller output. Here 

a adaptive PI controller can be taken to operate satisfactorily. The 

Preset assessment of both current and voltage interrelated with 

two inputs of the controller. This will generate fault or error 

between 2 inputs and the preset values a signal is produced. 

Compensating current calculation is the important part of any 

control strategy. Here in this project it is based on PQ theory 

(Clark’s Transformation). These are some basic equations for grid 

tied DG system with CCVSI, which is a necessary portion of the 

procedure. 
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Fig. 4. Control Mechanism 

ActivePower(P) = Va ´ Ia( ) + Vb ´ Ib( )é
ë

ù
û

ReactivePower(Q) = Vb ´ Ia( ) - Va ´ Ib( )é
ë

ù
û         (10) 

PlOSS =KP Vdcref - Vdc( ){ }+Ki Vdcref - Vdc1( ){ }ò dt
(11) 
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Va 2 +Vb 2
p
ModifiedVa+Q´Vb( )

                                     

(12)
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Ic3= INull                                                                            (14) 

 

Where PModified is states as above.  
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Fig. 5. Reference current Calculation 
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Operation of Hysteresis Control Block 

 

ICABC can be reflected as Reference to Hysteresis control Slab. If 

Current reference for phase R is greater than Inverter current of 

phase R, we get a pulse as a yield, which is a triggering pulse of 

switch 1. If it is not true another switching pulse generated for 

switch 2. Similarly If Current reference for phase Y is greater than 

Inverter current of phase Y, we get a pulse as a yield, which is a 

triggering pulse of switch 3. If it is not true another switching 

pulse generated for switch 4.lastly Current reference for phase B is 

greater than Inverter current of phase B, we get a pulse as a yield, 

which is a triggering pulse of switch 5. If it is not true another 

switching pulse generated for switch 6. The output switching 

pulse of H. controller again consumed by the 3Ф Bridge. For feed 

back purposes PI controller is used and generates PLoss, which is 

consider as DC voltage controller. This PLoss is summed with real 

power calculated previously. The above said task is operated in a 

recurring manner to give desired output. 

 

To get the corrected value of both proportional gain and integral 

gain precisely, we can use Matlab /Simulink with an programmed 

PI tuning feature. In this topology, we use these P gain and I gains 

values correctly programmed according to the deviation of nonlin-

ear loads. To regulate power at load PCC is the purpose to be 

served by the DG-Grid interface terminology. Accordingly to the 

necessity of the load, this power exchange takes place in between 

the Grid.  In case of highly nonlinear loads the inverter is able to 

modify the waveform of voltage and current in the manner that 

achieves of purely resistive characteristic by adjusting harmonics 

or glitches on neutral conductors limits up to zero. 

 

To modify the grid current’s structure same as a clean resistive 

load, the switching methodology of DG inverter is modified ac-

cording to the load necessity and introduces required quantity of 

harmonic current. The output of DC link voltage can be given or 

taken with respect to active power management for grid tied DG 

system. For synchronization purposes PLL is used. 

 

 IR= Sin θ, IY=– , IB=                        (18) 

 

For removal of ripples from a butter-worth LPF circuit DG voltage 

VDC1,VDC2 can be consumed Yield of DG voltage in comparison 

with respect value (VDCn a fixed amount) and then consumed by 

an automatic PI controller in order to generate a fixed DC voltage 

not in respect of the load profile. There is a necessity of proper 

tuning controller is quiet satisfactory. The Fundamental load pow-

er’s instantaneous value is to be termed as powerLF. The load reac-

tive powers instantaneous value is the 2nd term power LQ, the 

harmonic load power instantaneous value is the 3rd term that rep-

resent powerLHar. In this project initially the value of Kp=1/5 and 

Ki=1/20 are taken.  

 

IR
* = ImXIR ;

IY
* = ImXIY

;
IB

* = ImXIB
;

Ineutral
* = Zero I*R, I*Y, I*B  and 

*
neutralI

are coupled with 

converter currents, ICONVR, ICONVY, ICONVB and ICONVN  for  com-

puting the current errors and fed to a Hysteresis based regulator 

for generating required switching gate pulse from S1 to S6.  

ILoad t( ) = Iharmonic sin(harwt +jharmonic ) =
har=1

¥

å

I f 1 sin(wt + Iharmonic sin(harwt +jharmonic )
h=1

¥

å
           (19) 

 

PLoad t( ) =VSource(t).ILoad (t)

=VmI f 1 sin2 wt cos(j f1)+VmIf1 sinwt cos(wt)sin(j f1)

+Vm sinwt Ihar sin(harwt +jhar )
harmonic=1

¥

å

= PowerLF (t)+PowerLQ (t)+PowerLharmonic (t)

 

Simulation Outcome 

MATLAB/Simulink platform is used to achieve numerous 

objectives for validating the said topology on 3 phases 4 wired DG 

Grid interface system. 

Table 1                  Scheme Limits 

3 Ф source VG=40Volts, 50Heartz 

3 Ф Linear and Non Linear load in 

volt- amp reactive 

500Watt, 0.005 Volt-Ampere 

Reactive 

DC- Link condenser 400 micro farad 

Required Coupling Inductor 3 numbers of 2.5mH each 

For clarity the Per phase resistance of line and per phase reactance 

of line is taken as 1Ω and 1 mH respectively. In this project the 

resistive -inductive loads increases up to 70-80% of full load 

through a phase controlled rectifier switch used for investigation 

purposes at load Point of common coupling. The consequence of 

this nonlinearity of at several gate pulses can now be reflected on 

source. The wave form of current and voltage changes and the 

high harmonic content is the result and causes power quality 

problem. The control strategy and proper synchronization of SPV 

based distributed generator with P/O MPPT introduces required 

amount of harmonic to the utility grid for the improvement of 

THD value both in current and voltage waveform. 

A Practical Case: 

TABLE I.  SYSTEM PARAMETER 
SPV Inverter terminology 

Peak DC Power 1200 Kilo Watt 

Peak DC Supply voltage 800Volt 

Esteemed DC Value 650 Volt 

Filter resistance and Inductance 
L=200 µHenery ,R=1.5 m 

Ohm,  

Transformer 1.5˟106 VA, 50 Hz 

Rated Power 1 Mega watt 

Linked DC Voltage 1200 volt 

2 number of DC link Condencers 4000µF 

Inductance for coupling purposes 2mili Henery 

Frequency (Sampling Value) 5 Kilo Heartz 

Specification of Grid 

Voltage of Source  440 Volt 

Frequency of Source 50Heartz 

Ls 40mH 

Xs/Rs 8 

TABLE II.  LOAD SPECIFICATION 

Load Specification 

Unbalanced RL Load 

A phae resistance =50ohm, 

A phae reactance=200mH, 

B phae resistance =75ohm, 

B phae reactance=225mH, 
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Load Specification 

C phae resistance =25ohm, 

V phae reactance=175mH, 

Non Linear Load1 

3Ф Diode rectifier Load 

125 ohm 

300mh  

Non Linear Load2 

Control Rectfier Load 

P Active =10kW  

+ve VAR = 300 

-ve VAR = 150 

Linear Load 

P Active =10kilo Watt 

+ve VAR= 10Kvar 

-ve VAR= 5Kvar 

 

 
Fig. 6. Rectifier output voltage incase of 30 degee firing 

 
Fig. 7. Irradiance at constant temperature (250c) 

 
Fig. 8. DG Input Voltage 

 
Fig. 9. Simulation result of DG current and Power during change in 
irradiance 

 
Fig. 10. Simulation result of Power Output during charging 

 
Fig. 11. State of Charge (SOC) of Battery 

 
Fig. 12. Source Voltage Without DG 

 
Fig. 13. Load Current, Input Current, Current in Neutral 
ConductorWithout Distributed Generator 

 
Fig. 14. Burden Current , Input Current, Converter Current and Current in 
neutral conductor With Distributed Generator 

 
Fig. 15. P Active and P Reactive at 30 Degree Gate Pulse With Distributed 

Generator 

 
Fig. 16. Linked DC Voltage With Distributed Generator 
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Fig. 17. Current THD Value of Source in 30 Degree Firing With 

Distributed Generator 

 
Fig. 18. Voltage THD Value of Source in 30 Degree Firing With 

Distributed Generator 

 
Fig. 19. Simulation result of BESS during islanded mode SOC (%) 

The waveform shown in figure 7,8,910,11,12 Rectifier output 

voltage incase of 30 degee firing, Irradiance at constant 

temperature (250c), DG Input Voltage, Simulation result of DG 

current and Power during change in irradiance, Simulation result 

of Power Output during charging, State of Charge (SOC) of 

Battery. Wave shape shown in figure 13, 14,15,16,17,18, 19, 20 

are Source Voltage Without DG, Load Current, Input Current, 

Current in Neutral ConductorWithout Distributed Generator, 

Burden Current , Input Current, Converter Current and Current in 

neutral conductor With Distributed Generator, Active Power and 

Reactive power at 30 Degree Gate Pulse With Distributed 

Generator, Linked DC Voltage With Distributed Generator, 

Current THD Value of Source in 30 Degree Firing With 

Distributed Generator, Voltage THD Value of Source in 30 

Degree Firing With Distributed Generator, Simulation result of 

BESS during islanded mode SOC (%). It is evident from the 

above results that the said terminology effectively compensates 

the abnormality present in both current and voltage in case of 

300,450 and 600 firing with different loads (Linear, Nonlinear). By 

changing the load requirement one can also notice the same type of 

result presizely. The results shown in above figure meant for a 

specific load and can be changed depending upon our requirement.  

3. Results Analysis 

TABLE III.  RESULT  ANALYSIS 
Nonlinear Burdens 
at Different Firing 

angle 

VTHD 
Without 

DG 

ITHD 
Without 

DG 

VTHD 
With DG 

ITHD 
With DG 

300 1.59% 89.55% 0.29% 1.18% 

450 1.67% 87.84% 0.31% 1.07% 

600 1.72% 86.78% 0.46% 1.43% 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, DC/AC micro grid with PV power generation and 

BESS is studied for dc and ac load applications. Control tech-

niques for BESS regulation converter and grid connected bidirec-

tional active rectifier are designed to fulfill the power management 

capability. The BESS stores power generated by the PV plant 

enabling to continue operation in maximum power point during 

high load demand. Similarly, the grid can be used to support the 

system by supplying additional active power for the load. In this 

way, the power generation from PV system is effective used to 

keep the system energy management. DG grid interface system 

plays a role as an interface among Grid and various types of linear 

and non-linear load precisely adjust the source current, reactive 

power etc. Due to the presence of non-linear loads that is connect-

ed to micro grid causes distortion and undoubtedly mitigated by 

the suggested topology precisely. To attain the desired aim, with-

out using particular devices for power quality improvement, we 

incorporate DG power quality conditioner. For the generation of 

Gate pulses for DG converter it is controlled by Clark’s transfor-

mation established principle integrated with hysteresis controller. 

For reduction of computational burdens Clark’s transformation is 

used. Several studies also carried out with DG and without DG. 

On every case the source compensation is satisfactory which is 

quite acceptable to the desired limit. 
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